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Advances in the Viral Etiology of Leukemia 
and Lymphoma -

By Robert C. Gallo and Fronk l. Meyske ns, Jr. 

P REVIO US EXPOSURE to certain chemicals or radiation has been im
plicated as an etiologic factor in the initiation of leukemia of man in a 

minor fraction of cases.21 Certain predisposing hereditary conditions have also 
been identified,43 and clearly there are unusual families with many members 
with leukemia suggestive of complex hereditary factors. However, the factors 
contributing to the development of most cases of human leukemia a re still 
unknown. 

Studies of many animal leukemias clearly implicate certain viruses. RNA 
tumor viruses (oncornaviruses) have been frequently isolated from or associated 
with the leukemic cells of animals as diverse as fish,68 snakes,94 birds,87 rodents,42 

cats,23 cattle,'4 and nonhuman primates.49-s2•89 The study of these isolates from 
different animals has led to defining two major evolutionary classes of oncorna
viruses1·12·4056·91 (Table I). Class I viruses are true endogenous viruses. The genes 
for these viruses are found in normal, nontransformed cells of the natural host 
of the virus and appear t~ be under host control. Usually they are not onco
genic for the homologous host. A role for these endogenous viruses in normal 
development, including the normal differentiation of hematopoietic cells, has 
been proposed but not proved.'·39 In contrast, class 2 viruses contain at least 
some genetic information distinct from or completely unrelated to genes fo und 
in normal cells of the virus's natural host. 

The proposal has been made that class 2 viruses evolve from class 1 viruses 
via direct genetic change of the class 1 "virogene" by an environmental event 
(such as radiation, carcinogens, or spontaneous change). T he class 2 RN A 
tumor viruses then become self-infectious or oncogenic for the original species 
and sometimes for other species.'2.l8•91 

Interspecies transmission of RNA tumor viruses has been shown clearly in 
recent years (see the recent review by Todaro91). The transmission of viral in
formatio n between species may be especially pertinent to human leukemia, 
since "footpr ints" related to different groups of type-C oncornaviruses have 
been identified in human leukemic tissue (reviewed in Refs. 29, 32, and 35). 
T hus molecular probes derived from the murine leukemia virus , strain Rauscher 
(M uL V R), the simian sarcoma virus (SiSY)/gibbo n ape leukemia virus (Gal Y) 
group, baboon endogenous virus (Ba EV), and feline leukemia virus ( FeL Y) 
have been detected in different cases of human le ukemia. This finding does not 

Abbreviations: RT, reverse transcr iptase [RNA-directed (dependent} DNA polymerase); cDNA, 
DNA complementary to a viral RNA; SD, simultaneous detection test (see Fig. I}; Mu LY, mu
rine leukemia virus; MuLVR, MuLV strain Rauscher; SiSV, simian sarcoma virus; GaLV, gib
bon ape leukemia virus; Ba EV, baboon endogenous virus; FeL V, reline leukemia virus. 
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Table 1. Evolutionary Classes of Type-C RNA Tumor Vi ruses 

Property 

Source 

T ronsmission 

Nudeotide sequences 

Oncogenic 

Role (usual) 

Examples 

Ooul 
(Endogenous) 

Normal tissue (usually) 

Normal cell genes 
Vertico1, "provirol" 

-. 

Present in uninfected cell 

Usuolly not in some 
species, may be 

oncogenic in heter· 

ologous host 
? Embryonic development 

? Differentiation 
Baboon endogenous virus 

Feline endogenous virus 

Ooss2 
(Exogenous) 

Malignant tissue {u5Uolly) 
RNA tumor virus 

Horizontal, infec1ious, can 

infect germ line and become 
vertically transmitted 

At least some sequences 

not found in uninfected 

cells 

Usually found in natural host; 
also identified as well in 

other select species . 

? Genetic information transfer 

Simian sarcoma virus 

Gibbon ope leukemia virus 

Murine leukemia virus 
Feline leukemia virus 

•Genetic perturbation, radiation, chemicals, spontaneous mutation , recombination with host cellu

lar sequences. 

mean that the "viral marker" found in human cells is necessarily or even likely 
derived from one of the viruses used to generate the test probe, but this infor
mation does suggest the detection of a vira l marker from a related virus. 

Numerous laboratory isolates of different strains of MuLV are known ,42 

recently some even from wild mice.71 The only animal isolate of SiSV was ob
tained from a fibrosarcoma of a pet woolly mon key .89 It is a highly infectious 
virus with the capacity to transform efficiently fibroblasts in vitro. This virus 
was shown by molecular hybridization to be distantly related to MuLV and 
especially to certain strains of Asian mouse viruses. 100 GaLV has been isolated 
from several leu kemic gibbons 31 ·5u 2 (reviewed · in Ref. 36 ). interestingly, the 
nucleotide sequences and proteins of SiSV are closely related to each GaLY 
isolate.31 It appears, then, that SiSV and the different Ga LY isolates form mem
bers of a closely related group that may have originated in the past from an 
Asian mouse virus that entered at least two primate species by infection .56•

100 

It is important to note that GaLV infection of gibbons can produce either acute 
lymphoblastic leukemia (ALL) or a disease mimicking human chronic myelo
genous leukemia (CML). The latter is of particular interest in view of the lack 
of an animal model for C ML and by the fact that this ape is a species closely 
related to man. 

For over fifty years evidence for RNA tumor viruses in human disease has 
been sought, and within the past eight years data have slowly accumulated that 
indicate that information related to or derived from these viruses is present in 
the human population. Here we will but outline the evidence for the presence of 
RNA tumor virus information in human leukemia, since this subject has re
cently been extensively considered elsewhere.32 The major emphasis of this re
view will be a critical examination of this evidence, which will be done by ex-
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ploring the following questions: Why has infectious type-C virus not been 
frequen tly isolated from leukemic tissue? What role does the frequently de
tected intracytoplasmic particle play in human leukemia? What are the pros
pects fo r developing clinically useful oncornavirus markers in human leukemia? 
What are the prospects for specific antiviral therapy? 

RNA TUMOR VIRUS INFORMATION IN HUMAN LEUKEMIA 

The bulk of the evidence that has accumulated supporting the presence of 
RNA tumor virus components in man has been obtained from myelogenous 
leukemia (Table 2). The first attempts to demonstrate oncornaviruses in human 
leukemia were by electron microscopy . "Oncornaviral-like particles" were. 
seen,22 but the biochemical tools were not then available to follow up this 
observation. 

Attempts to define oncornavirus components in human disease were mark
edly facilitated by a better understanding of these components in animal sys
tems. Soon after the demonstration of an RNA-dependent DNA polymerase 
[reverse transcriptase (RT)) in murine8 and avian•• virions, this or a related 
DNA polymerase enzyme was sought and found in some human leukemic 
cells.17 The major activity of this DNA polymerase was localized to a post
mitochondrial particulate fraction.2.27 The leukemic cell DNA polymerase 
resembling RT has been further characterized by several indirect and direct 
methods. 10

•
19

•11•62•
7s.99 The cytoplasmic particles were shown to have some prop

erties of known oncornaviruses (see below). These observations led to the 
development of the "simultaneous detection (SD) test" in Spiegelman 's labora
tory 10

•82 (Fig. l ). This assay is an indirect sensitive test for RT and in Spiegel
man's hands has almost been a universal indicator of leukemic disease.82 The 
major advantage of this assay is its sensitivity, but correct interpretation re
quires extensive analysis of the products to show that a RNA-primed RNA
directed DNA polymerase is detected.14•73 Also, the SD test does not verify the 
origin of the enzyme activity being detected, since the crude nature of the prep
aration precludes immunological analysis. 

Direct isolation of RT from the postmitochondrial particulate fraction of 
leukemic tissue has been reported by several groups.62·7S·99 Once isola ted, it is 
obviously desirable to distinguish biochemically this enzyme from the other 
cellular DNA polymerases and to attempt to define its origin. Stringent criteria 
for the demonstration of an intracellular human RT have been proposed. 102 

These criteria have been established to assure proper biochemical classification 

Tobie 2 . Evidence for RNA Tumor Virus Information in Human leukemia 

Detection of viral componti'lts 
lntrocytoplosmic portides with properties of known oncorna"1ruses (common) 

Raver,. transcripta~ related to rhe murine and certain nonhuman primate enzymes (occosionol) 
Electron·microKopic demonstration (rore) 

Demonstration of extracellular viral particles 

Noninfectious, nonbudding viruslike particles released in short-term tissue culture (common) 

Transformin~J. nonreplicoting virus (rarely shown) 

Replicating, budding virus (extremely rare reports) 
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Fig . 1. Simulta neous de
tection test . Small cytoplasmic 
pa rticles ore obtained, and in 
( A) endoge nous reac tion [3HJ 
complementa ry DNA (cDNA) is 
synthesized. ( 8) Cs2S04 anal
ysis Indicates that [3H) cONA 
is hyd rogen b onded to RNA 
(i.e., a hybrid and th e refore 
suggesting reverse transcript · 
a se a ctivity). (C) Velocity 
g ra die nt analysis ind icates 
that some RNA sediments 
w ith S values of 35 and 70 
(therefore a la rge viruslike 
RNA). Results then suggest 
both RT and virusli ke RNA in 
one simultaneous a ssay. 

of these enzymes . A study of the biochemical and immunologic relationships of 
human leukem ic RT has shown several remarkable features .27•28•62•92•102 Approxi
mately 80% of the enzymes defined biochemically as RT are not immunologi
cally detectably related to RT from the viruses tested. These include some pri
mate and murine viruses. Of the remaining 20% ~ith RT, viral relatedness has 
been shown imm unologically, and the following features have been noted: 
these were invariable in cases of myeloblastic leukemia, and in each there was 
almost complete inhibition of the purified RT by antibodies to SiSY / Gal V 
RT. In some of these cases there was also partial inhibition by antibody to 
RT from M uLVR. The development of an antibody to RT obtained from hu
man tissue is an alternative approach to defining the immunologic relatedness 
of these enzymes. However, in only one instance has an antibody been re
ported to a human polymerase with properties of RT. This DNA polymerase 
was isolated from the spleen of a child with myelofibrosis.~s.s3 Preliminary re
sults show that this polymerase, like the enzyme found in some A M L cells, is 
immunologically related to RT from SiSV .83 Interestingly enough, this patient 
subsequently developed AML (Chandra P: personal communication). 

Several important questions arise regarding the presence of RT in human 
leukemic cells. What is the nature of the enzyme activity being detected in the 
SD test? What is the origin of those RT detected in leukemic tissues that are 
biochemically an RT but to date are immunologically undefined? Is the RT 
found in human leukemic cells largely derived from exogenous viral informa-
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tion or from the expression of endogenous type-C viral genes? Does the pres
ence of viral-related RT imply etiologic involvement of an animal-related virus 
in human leukemia? Presently these questions cannot be answered, but recent 
findings with immunologic and nucleic acid probes may allow the develop
ment of some new approaches (see below). 

Genomic information related to known RNA tumor viruses has been sought 
both in the cDNA synthesized endogenously by cytoplasmic particles found in 
fresh leukemic blood cells29•61 and in the genome of leukemic blood cells.6.l l.J5.ioi 

Thus nucleotide sequences, the [lH]cDNA probes prepared from the cytoplas
mic particles, hybridize to 70S RNA from SiSV in about 50% of cases of 
myelogenous leukemia and in some of these cases to 70S RNA from Mu LY R· 
According to Spiegelm an and Baxt " leukemic specific" sequences may be uni
formly present in the [l H]cDNA,11•82 and in some cases may be related to 
MuLYR.9 However, there are great technical difficulties with these experiments, 
and the particle cD NA is limited in size and quantity.29·"° A possible recent ad
vance in this area has been an approach for direct isolation of the R NA that 
may be the template for the cDNA in these particles.60 Characterization of the 
nucleotide sequences of this RNA should be of co nsiderable interest. 

Proviral information related to oncornaviruses has been reportedly found in 
DNA from only a few leukemic samples.6•72•101 Some examples include the re
port of BaEV related sequences in seven samples, 100 and with a purified re
cycled MuLVR [lH]cDNA probe nucleotide sequences distantly related to 
Mu LY R were found in DNA from tissues of two of eight patients tested with 
myelogenous leukemia.6 The latter observation indicates that a virus detect
ably related to but not the same as a mouse leukemia virus may have entered 
some leukemic cells. It is important to note that the positive results with 
Mu L V Rand Ba EV cannot be attributed to the same or overlapping sequences; 
i.e., Mu LY Rand Ba EV are not related RNA tumor viruses. 

Recently, our laboratory ha;; sought to identify unknown proviral sequences, 
that is, sequences not related to any known animal RNA tumor virus. This ap
proach has the advantages of not having to screen every DNA for every known 
virus and of being able to pick up unknown pro viral sequences. Briefly, the ex
periment depends on the fact that the proviral sequences of all known 
oncornaviruses have a G-C content of 50%, while main-band eukaryotic DN A 
has a G-C content of 40%. Using this information we have identified in leu
kemic cells an intracytoplasmic high molecular weight RNA that hybridizes to 
the 50% G-C region of human DNA.60 This method is being explored further 
as a means to detect and characterize unique sequences in the leukemic cell 
genome. In view of the occasional detection of a DNA polymerase related to 
RT from SiSV and Ga L V, the difficulty in proving that leukemic cells contain 
DNA nucleic acid sequences highly related to SiSV or Gal V will be discussed 
below. 

Immunologic studies related to oncornaviruses and human leukemia are very 
recent and as yet unclear. The studies can be developed into three major areas: 
complement-mediated oncornavirus-lysing systems, direct detection of virus
related antigens, and antibodies to virus-related antigens. 

A complement-mediated RNA tumor virus-lysing system has been reported 
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in the sera of primates, including humans, that is absent in some lower 
animals.20•26 The studies clearly show that serum lytic activity does not com
pletely protect against oncornavirus infection in a given species, but it may be 
important in limiting horizontal spread. More work needs to be done in this 
area to determine the role of this system in disease prevention. 

The detection of virus-related antigens has given conflicting results.58•59•78•84·vs 
The detection of p30 (the major structural protein-molecular weight 30,000 
daltons-of most oncornaviruses) by radioimmunoassay,78

•85 MuLYR determi
nants on the leukemic cell surface, su 4 and a GaL Y-SiSY gp 69 /71 (the major 
envelope protein of these viruses with a molecular weight of 69,000- 71,000 
daltons) antigen on the membranes of leukemic cells59 gave variable results. 
Moreover, the results are difficult to interpret, since neither the antigens nor the 
.antibodies are pure or chemically characterized. 

The study of naturally occurring antibodies to o ncornavirus components in 
man has also yielded conflicting results. In a recent report Aoki and co-workers 
found that human leukemia cells can be used to absorb selectively antibodies 
to envelop antigens of the BaEV group5 and GaL V /SiSY group4

•5 and that some 
human sera contain antibodies that react with cells producing some of these 
viruses. Other groups have also reported positive results when human sera 
were tested for antibody to whole disrupted virus.55•85 These reactions may 
have been to the viral envelope protein gp70. In fact, Snyder et al. were able 
to absorb specifically the positive human sera with partially purified SiSY gp 
70.85 However, negative results were obtained by a few groups in attempting to 
show antibodies in human sera that can precipitate purified gp70 or p30. 17•1u 4 

These conflicting results may be explained by artifacts of cross reactions (false 
positives) or, alternatively, may be due to loss of antigenicity of the viral probes 
during purification and/or iodination (false negatives). 

It should be emphasized that even conclusive negative results for the detec
tion of viral structural proteins or antibodies to them indicate only that it is 
un likely that abundant replicating virus is present. They do not exclude the 
presence of a minimally replicating oncornavirus . There are now numerous 
examples of virus-infected and even virus-transformed cells where no viral 
structural proteins can be found in laboratory experiments. For instance, clones 
of rat cells have been obtained that, although transformed by SiSY, yield no 
SiSY proteins.77 Moreover, we have examples in whole animals with naturally 
occurring leukemia wp.ere no virus has been isolated, proviral nucleic acid se
quences can be difficult or impossible to detect, and no antibodies to viral struc
tural proteins are found, yet the virus has infected these animals as evidenced 
by either antibody to RT or antibody to an antigen known to be specifically 
induced by the virus. Examples like this have been found in cattle (Burny A: 
personal communication) and cats (Jacquemin P, Wong-Staal F, Koshy R, 
et al: unpublished results). 

Recently, antibodies reactive with RT purified from specific RNA tumor 
viruses have been identified on the surface of some human leukemic myelog
enous blood and bone marrow cells not found in serum from the same pa· 
tients (Jacquemin P, Saxinger W, Gallo R: manuscript in preparation). These 
antibodies show striking specificity, and have been identified only after ex-
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tensive purification of lg. The antibodies eluted from the membranes of AML 
cells in positive cases specifically inhibit RT from the Ga LV-SiSV group, while 
antibodies eluted from the membranes of leukocytes from patients with CML 
in blast crisis specifically inhibit feline leukemia virus (FeLV). Prochownik and 
Kirsten found similar results with sera from two cases of AML, i.e .. anti
bodies reactive with RT from SiSV.70 

We believe that sufficient data from several groups have now accumulated 
to justify the conclusion that information derived from RNA tumor viruses 
is present in the human population. The major questions to ask now are: How 
did this information enter the human population? Is it important for leukemia 
or any disease? We can approach these issues by asking questions about specific 
findings, examining the difficulties with the available data with respect to classi
cal mechanisms, and offering other mechanisms to explain these difficuhies. 

TYPE-C VIRUSES HAVE NOT BEEN FREQUENTLY ISOLATED 

FROM HUMAN LEUKEMIC TISSUES 

An apparent major difficulty in linking type-C oncornaviruses with human 
disease is the rarity of isolating replicating biologically active virus from human 
tissue. This problem will be approached by first reviewing the conditions under 
which most animal isolates are obtained. Several important points emerge: 
Replicating virus can be isolated with high efficiency from several inbred strains 
of animals,36•42•93 yet transformation without replication can be obtained by 
cloning.69•77•79 Noteworthy is that in some of these nonproducing cases protein 
and nucleic acid viral components can be detected. Acquired oncornaviruses 
can be isolated from some wild-type animals, including birds, mice, cats, cattle, 
and nonhuman primates and endogenous viruses from many more species. The 
feline, cattle, and nonhuman primate leukemias illustrate several important 
points. For instance, even in frank epidemics infectious virus can be isolated 
only from about 50% of leukemic cats.23 A recent study of the expression of 
RD-114 (an endogenous cat virus related to BaEV) and FeLV RNA and p30 il
lustrates the complicated situation that may exist regarding viral 'expression .63 

In this study it was found that RD-114 RNA and p30 were expressed in the 
lymphomas of both younger and older animals, whereas FeL V expression 
seemed to prevail among cats less than 5 yr old. Also, the level of expression 
ranged over 2 logs. 

The nonhuman primate viruses BaEV, SiSV, and GaLV may be of special 
interest, since components related to these viruses have been reported in human 
leukemic tissues, yet an epidemiologic study using molecular, biologic, and im
munologic approaches to detect components of these primate viruses has not 
been reported in non-virus-producing primates with spontaneous neoplasias. 
Of related interest is the situation iri dog lymphomas and leukemias and similar 
diseases in other species, where to date no virus has been isolated. Is it that 
viruses are not important in leukemias and lymphomas of these species, or is it 
that the proper conditions have not yet been found to isolate virus? The ques
tion may be moot, but it is an important consideration in regard to the isola
tion of viruses from human tissues. 

The nature of the oncornaviral isolates that have been reported deserves 
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comment. The reports can be divided into three major categories: ( I) transient 
release of virallike particles; (2) partially characterized infectious or transform
ing virus; and (3) replicating infectious virus. Numerous reports of transient 
release of virallike particles have been made,1..s3•54•57•95 and reviewed.32 These re
ports indicate that particles with some biochemical and biophysical properties 
of oncornaviruses can be released from some human cells. A large s urvey for 
these particles has not yet been reported, nor have extensive attempts been 
made to characterize them. Several reports suggest that following these par
ticles or their com ponents might be useful in monitoring residual leukemic 
diseases;95

•
96 however, a longitudina l study has yet to be reported. The lim ita

tions in these experiments are the small quantity of particles and the inability 
to date to show biologic activity . 

Several isolations of biologically infectious virus from leukem ic tissues have 
been reported,24•25•0 •64•67 and several reports of a transforming virus from human 
tissue have been made .24

•6s Presently, the most characterized oncornaviruses re
ported as isolates from human tissues are HL-23Y, HEL-12, SA K-2 1, and 
isolates from Gabelman and Kaplan et al. H L-23V has been isolated on 
multiple occasions fro m a middle-aged female with AM L.28 This isolate has 
been extensively analyzed, and the following points emerge: First, t he virus has 
two distinct genetic components, one related to BaEY and one related to 
SiSY.72

•86 Second, SiSY and Ba EY components related to those of t he isolated 
virus have been detected in the patient's fresh tissue.72 Third, the virus is more 
infectious for normal human bone marrow than SiSY itself (Ruscetti F, Gallo 
R: unpublished data). HEL-12, isolated by Panem and Kirsten, is released 
fro m late-passage human embryonic lung fibroblasts. It has been partially 
characterized, and it also has proteins and nucleic acids related to both SiSY 
and BaEY.66

•
67 SAK-21 was isolated by Nooter and co-workers64•65 from a child 

with ALL. It a lso resembles SiSY and may have a second component related to 
BaEV. Gabelman's isolate was obtained from the lung tissue of a patient with 
CLL and adenocarcinoma. Pro teins and nucleic acids related to SiSY were 
identified,24 but the virus was lost before full characterization was accom plished. 
T he most recent virus isolate was obtained from a histiocytic lymphoma cell 
line by Kaplan et al.48 This virus also shows some homology to the SiSY /Ga L Y 
gro up. These studies in toto suggest that type-C oncorn avirus particles related 
to MuL V and to at least two nonhuman primate virus gro ups, SiSV-GaLV 
and BaEV, may sometimes enter man (for more complete review, see refs. 32 
and 35). 

The possibility that the detection of expression of information (as R N A or 
proteins) related to type-C viruses in some human leukemic cells is only a differ
ence in gene ex pression between normal and leukemic cells is conceivable but 
unlikely, since sequences related to M uL V R or SiSY are not generally found in 
nucleic acids from normal tissues a nd therefore expression of information re
lated to these viruses is not likely to be obtained only fro m endogenous 
sequences. However. the expression of murine sarcoma virus genes in uninfected 
rat cells subject to anerobic stress and other, earlier studies indicate that sa r
coma genes in some cases represent recombinational events of virus and nor
mal host cellular nucleotide sequences.3 
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The evidence to date then points strongly towards the presence of oncorna
virus components in human leukemia. The nature of the interaction, how this 
information entered man, and its role, if any, in producing the phenotypic 
change of malignant proliferation is elusive. We shall explore some of the 
possibilities in the following sections. 

WHY ARE SiSV-RELATED PROVIRAL NUCLEIC ACID SEQUENCES 
RARELY FOUND IN LEUKEMIC TISSUES? 

As mentioned ea rlier, the initial characterization of the RT isolated from 
some human leukemic cytoplasmic particles indicated that in some cases this 
polymerase was immunologically closely related to the RT of the SiSY-GaLY 
group and more distantly related to the RT of various murine leukemia 
viruses. 27

•
29

•
62

•
92 Prior to extraction and purification of this polymerase from the 

particles, it was shown that as a component of these particles this enzyme 
could catalyze endogenous synthesis of cDNA from an RNA template in the 
particle, a reaction analogous to that catalyzed by RT from isolated extracellu
lar animal RNA tumor viruses. T his cDNA was analyzed and found to hybrid
ize significantly to 70S RNA from SiSY and to a lesser extent to 70S RNA from 
MuLYR.29 The identification of SiSY- and MuLYR-related sequences in the 
cytoplasm of leukemic cells suggested then that proviral nucleotide sequences 
related to either the SiSY or the MuLYR genomes should be found in the leu
kemic tissue DNA. Despite extensive testing, highly related SiSY sequences 
were not initially found in human DNA from normal or leukemic tissuc.29 

If the integration of SiSY-related sequences is important fo r the phenotypic 
expression of leukemia, other mechanisms must be sought. We shall first con
sider the instance in which no sequences related to SiSY arc detectable. The 
failure to detect highly related sequences to SiSY does not preclude their pres
ence. Several possibilities exist (T able 3). First, the SiSY could be completely 
integrated in only a rare cell. Conventional hybridization would not pick up 
these sequences. This possibility is given support by the demonstration by 
electron microscopy that probably only rare leukemic cells express intracyclo
plasmic viruslike particles.22•97 Also, it has been clearly shown that from virus
producing cells some cells can be cloned that are transformed but that do not 
contain detectable proviral sequences,69•77•79 yet in these same cells ev idence of 
virus-related protein expression can be easily detected.77•

79 Presumably, if the 

Table 3 . Alternative Explanations for Failure to O.te<I SISV Proviral ONA 

Couse of P!.cnotypic 
E..plonotion Expreulon of leukemia 

SiSV integrated only in o rare Rare cell produces obn0<mol 

cell regulatory fodou 
"Hit and run," complete or partial Damage to cmicol regulatory 

SiSV integrated and then genes 
excised 

How to Show 

Hybridization in situ and detection 
of factors 

Chromosome mopping 

"Double infection .'' SiSV 
integrated into tiuue remote 
from its phenotypic ef!ed 

Abnormal factors or particles pro· Detect abnormal fodon or SiSV 
duced by SiSV-infected ceHs sequences consistently in o tiuue 
that in turn offed appropriate type 
hemolopoietic cell 
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rare cell producing virus is important in the phenotypic expression of leukemia, 
then the majority of cells are responding to a factor(s) secreted by these cells. To 
date no such factor(s) has been identified in leukemic cells, although leukemic 
cells grown in semisolid media may show aberrant growth characteristics.41 

It would be of i~terest to remove these cloned cells from semisolid media and 
examine them for viral expression, but to date this has not been reported. 

An alternate approach is to look for proviral expression in single cells using 
the technique of hybridization in situ.47 We are currently developing the system 
in situ simply for the detection of proviral information in single human leu
kemic cells. Of interest in this regard is a recent report with visna virus
infected tissues. Visna is a retrovirus, i.e., an RNA virus with RT that replicates 
through a DNA intermediate like all RNA tumor viruses but that produces 
neurologic disease, not neoplasia, in sheep. The report is concerned with the 
measurement of protein expression by immunofiuoresence and proviral ex
pression by hybridization in situ. The results indicate that 18% of the cells 
show evidence of protein expression, while less than 0.5% of cells contain de
tectable proviral sequences.44 

A second possibility is that the complete SiSV could be integrated and then 
completely or partially excised. The integration and subsequent loss of sarcoma 
sequences has been described in known animal systems.77 Peculiarly, what has 
not been adequately studied in animals naturally infected by viruses is the effect 
of the infection on chromosomes, especially in light of the experimental data 
showing an increase in the incidence of sister chromatid exchanges in mouse 
embryo fibroblasts infected with MuLVR .13 With the advent of sophisticated 
chromosome banding techniques, very specific chromosome lesions have now 
been found in some cases of AM L.74

•
103 

An important related question with regard to the loss of SiSV proviral 
sequences is whether or not the proviral sequences detected in leukemic tissue 
related to MuLVR sequences are also distantly related to SiSV. Sequences 
distantly related to SiSV have been detected in a large number of leukemic cells 
and tissues (Reitz M, Miller N, Gallo R: unpublished data). The experiments 
to determine the nature of these sequences have not yet been performed, but 
they may represent the same sequences that have been detected with nucleic 
acid probes (cDNA) prepared from MuLVR RNA by Aulakh and Gallo,6 since 
murine viruses are distantly related to Si SY .100 If so, this would argue that only 
a small number of specific nucleotides may be necessary for the phenotypic 
ex-pression of leukemia. If a short transforming sequence could be identified, 
this sequence could be mapped and conceivably molecular manipulation enter
tained. 

A third possibility is that the infecting virus is integrated in a tissue remote 
from the primary phenotypic expression. At least in animal systems this prec
edent has not been described. However, it is known that in some cases many 
tissues can be infected. No systematic study of SiSV-related sequences in tissue 
of patients with leukemia has yet been reported, but sequences highly related to 
SiSV have been detected in DNA purified from a few leukemic tissues. These 
tissues include the spleen of patient HL23, the patient from whom an infectious 
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type-C oncornavirus has been repeatedly isolated;28 the spleen of one other 
patient with AML (Wong-Staal F, Reitz M, Gallo R: unpublished data); and 
the spleens of two other patients, one with osteosarcoma and the other with 
AM L (Prochownik E, Kirsten W: personal communication). In none of these 
patients have nucleotide sequences highly related to SiSV been found in the 
primary leukemic cells. Significantly, sequences have also been detected in a 
few normal placenta-embryos, suggesting that the placenta may be a site of 
virus replication (Wong-Staal F, Reitz M. Gallo R: unpublished data). This 
finding is consistent with the isolation of infectious viruses highly related to 
SiSV from human embryo by Panem et al.67 Finally, it is possible that small 
fragments of proviral sequences, rather than complete provirus, are integrated 
into the DNA of some human leukemic cells. This change could be very dif
ficult to detect by conventional molecular hybridization techniques. 

WHAT ROLE DOES THE INTRACYTOPLASMIC PARTICLE 

PLAY IN HUMAN LEUKEMIA? 

As noted earlier, soon after RT was detected in human leukemic cells its 
major activity was localized to a postmitochondrial particulate fraction. This 
subcellular fraction was soon shown to contain particles with morphologic 
integrity in that they could be isopyknically fractionated and several of their 
characteristics determined. These cytoplasmic particles were found to have 
several properties similar to known oncornaviruses: 

First, the particles themselves had several biophysical properties of oncorna
viruses: (1) they fractionated isopyknically at a density of l.tS- 1.20 g/ml in· 
sucrose and upon treatment with nonionic detergent were converted to a density 
of 1.22-1.26 g/ ml, a phenomen reminiscent of the liberation of inner cores by 
RNA tumor viruses after disruption ,29 and (2) they were 500 to 1000 A in 
diameter as measured by molecular sieve exclusion chromatography (Saxinger 
W, Gallo R: unpublished observations). Initially, both these parameters were 
defined by following polymerase activity. More recently, we have labeled these 
particles directly in vitro with [3H]-uridine or [3H]-adenosine and have followed 
trichloroacetic acid- precipitable counts directly (Meyskens F, Gallo R, Sax
inger W: unpublished data). 

Second, the particles contained RT or RT-like activity and the other elements 
necessary to synthesize DNA.10•29•61 An analysis of this reaction indicated that 
the synthesis of the DNA was RNA primed and RNA directed. A high molec
ular weight (HMW) RNA was present and hydrogen bonded to the synthesized 
DNA. This cDNA was analyzed in a few cases, and the nucleotide sequences 
shared significant homology with SiSV and to a lesser extent with Mu L V .29 

In one case (fresh leukocytes of patient H L23), significant homology to the 
BaEV genome was also shown.72 

Third, the particle contained RT that had been isolated and in some cases 
shown to be related to the RT of known oncornaviruses. 

Fourth, the particle contained HMW RNA. 10.29•60 The presence of HMW 
RNA was indirectly shown by proving that the DNA synthesized in an endog
enous reaction was hydrogen bonded to a molecule that sedimented at 70S 
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and was ribonuclease sensitive. 10•60 More recently, we have directly isolated and 
characterized this HMW RNA from the high-density leukemic cell particles.60 

The RNA had several properties of the RNA of known RNA tumor viruses: 
(l) the RNA was single stranded, as judged by nuclease, CsS04 , and hydroxy
apatite analysis; (2) the HMW RN A could be found native in a 70S to SOS 
form; (3) the HMW RNA could be denatured to 30-40S subunits; (4) the RNA 
had an associated poly(A) tract 200-300 nucleotides in length; and (5) the RNA 
hybridized to the 50% G-C region of human DNA, a region in which the RNA 
of known RNA tumor viruses hybridizes. 

The available evidence then clearly indicates that some fresh human 
leukemic cells contain viruslike particles. In a few cases intracellular oncorna
viruslike particles have been seen by electron microscopy.22•97 However, the data 
suggest that these particles must be at a very low titer. To date similar particles 
have not been isolated from chronically infected cell lines (review, ref. I 02); 
however, few attempts have been made to isolate these intracytoplasmic par
ticles from fresh animal tissue. 

Several ideas can be entertained to explain the presence of the particle: The 
presence of SiSV related sequences and an RT related to Si SY in the ·cytoplas
mic particles in the absence of detectable SiSV proviral sequences might be ex
plained by a "double infection" model, which proposes that particles are syn
thesized at a site distant to the site (leukocytes) of their phenotypic effects, 
requiring that the leukocytes destined to become leukemic engulf these par
ticles . The particles then cause the observed phenotypic effects. Alternatively, 
the. production of particles by the leukocytes may be incidental to a primary 
cell regulator defect; the particles would be a result rather than a cause of the 
observed phenotypic changes. 

As noted above, the titer of intracytoplasmic particles is very low, at least as 
inferred from indirect electron microscopic measurements. A particularly rele
vant point here is that Fuscaldo et al. (Fuscaldo A, Fuscaldo K, Brodsky I: 
personal communication) have calculated that in polycythemia vera platelets, 
where similar if not identical particles have been discovered, the titer is less than 
106 particles/g cells. Numerous investigators have attempted to propagate 
secondarily released particles (review, ref. 32), but these attempts have gener
ally failed. This failure could be due to all particles being biologically inactive 
or because the appropriate bioassay systems have not been used. An alterna
tive possibility is that there are two populations of particles in leukemic cells, 
a smaller population that is infectious and a larger population that is defective 
and interfering with infectivity of active particles. Defective interfering particles 
are seen in many different types of RNA and DNA viruses!5•46 the best studied 
being the vesicular stomatitis virus (VSY) and influenza virus . At least in VSV 
the defective and infectious viruses can be simply separated by density gradient 
centrifugation.46 Whether or not the same is true for leukemia cell particles has 
not been investigated. 

The techniques to purify leukemia cell particles are presently available. 
Further studies of the biochemical, immunologic, and biologic nature of these 
particles will be of interest. 
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There are a few possibilities stemming from this work that may lead to useful 
markers for human leukemia. These include the detection of oncornaviruslike 
particles, reverse transcriptase, and the new finding briefly mentioned above
specific antibody to RT on the surface of specific types of leukemic cells. More 
distant possibilities include detection Qr HMW RNA viral sequences by hybridi
zation in situ, leukemia-specific antigens, or other antibodies. 

The presence or released viruslike particles in short-term tissue culture in 
many cases or leukemia tested has now been reported by many groups (review, 
ref. 32). Also, the presence of intracellular oncornaviruslike particles has been 
repeatedly shown .10

•
28

•
48

•
95

•
96

•
98 We have recently been able to detect intracellular 

[
3H]-uridine particles using as few as 104 leukemic cells (Meyskens F, Gallo R: 

unpublished data). To date, however, no serial studies of intracellular or extra
cellular particles in leukemia have been made. 

Reverse transcriptase has been detected in leukemic cells with a high fre
quency using the SD test.82 Only one group has examined this test in leukemic 
patients in remission.95 This report indicates that the SD test is frequently ab
normal in the normal-appearing peripheral blood leukocytes of patients in re
mission. It would be of interest to determine if this result has any prognostic 
value. The major disadvantages of this test are that it requires a relatively large 
number of cells and that it is indirect. However, more direct tests for RT are 
prohibitively complex for use in routine assays. 

The detection of virus-related sequences by hybridization in situ in leukemic 
cells is a potentially very sensitive tool for detecting sequences in a single· cell. 
The technique of hybridization in situ has been well worked out in some viral 
systems47 but presents some difficulties with nucleic acid probes. 

The presence 6f intracytoplasmic and especially extracellul.ar HMW RNA 
might be developed into a sensitive indicator of residual disease. However, 
since the technical problems associated with the preservation of intracellular 
(and, to a lesser extent, extracellular) HMW RNA are formidable, it is unlikely 
that demonstration of HMW RNA could ever be used as a routine assay. 

The status of leukemia-specific membrane antigens is too muddled to allow 
us to contemplate the development of specific probes at this point. However, 
as noted earlier, a recent development in our laboratory has been the detec
tion of antibodies on the cell surface of myelogenous leukemia cells specific for 
certain viral RT (Jacquemin P, Saxinger W, Gallo R: unpublished data). These 
antibodies can be eluted and purified. The purified antibodies (IgG) in about 
25% of patients with AM L react chiefly with RT from SiSV. In CM L in blast 
crisis most samples are positive (eight of nine cases), and the antibodies react 
chiefly with RT from FeL V. These results do not necessarily ind_icate that the 
antibodies are directed against the test viruses used, but they clearly suggest 
reactions with viruses at least related to the test viruses. The development of a 
secondary antibody may allow the development of specific and sensitive im
munofluorescence assays. 
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Presently the prospects for specific antioncornaviral therapy are remote. The 
practical and conceptual difficulties in developing pharmacologic agents to 
RNA tumor viruses is great.30.8°·81 There are inhibitors of RT, but no absolutely 
specific inhibitor of RT has been found . Moreover, if one were available, it 
might be practically effective only in one instance, if relapse of leukemia during 
remission were secondary to infection of a new cell population . That reinfection 
might occur is suggested by some of the bone marrow transplantation data.90 

Chandra et al. have developed a relatively specific inhibitor of RT, i.e., one 
that inhibits RT at concentrations less than that required to inhibit any cellu
lar DNA polymerase. This compound, a thiolated derivative of poly(C), has 
cytotoxic effects for some animal leukemias and has had reported beneficial ef
fects in some end-stage leukemias of man.16 Chandra et al. proposed that this 
compound might have efficacy as a selective cytotoxic compound not because 
it inhibits RT activity but because it may selectively bind to RT in leukemia 
cells, increasing uptake in these cells vis-a-vis normal cells. It was proposed 
that this in turn might lead to cell death by secondary effects on the cell. 16 

Maintenance of the transformed state may or may not depend upon the con
tinuing presence of RNA tumor virus integration and/or expression. If the 
transformed state is dependent on persistent viral integration only, then ap
proaches would appear limited to genetic manipulation. Even if expression of 
oncornavirus components or the entire virus is needed to maintain the pheno
typic result of leukemia, the processing of these molecules is presently not well 
enough understood to propose methods of inhibition that would not also 
significantly inhibit normal metabolism. 

Animal models suggest that membrane antigens should be intensely investi
gated. For instance, the identification of a leukemia-specific membrane antigen 
(FOCMA) in feline leukemia is leading to the development of antiviral therapy 
and vaccines in cats.23 The problem in human leukemia is that at least to date 
no absolutely leukemia-specific membrane antigen has been discovered. 

FUTURE DIRECTIONS 

The major directions of RN A tumor virus research in human leukemia will 
include at least the following areas: understanding the mechanism of proviral 
integration, delineation of the role of the intracytoplasmic viruslike particle, 
im~unologic advances, investigation of preleukemic and other myeloprolifera
tive disorders, and attempts to develop further more specific viral nucleic acid 
probes. 

The presence of apparently acquired molecules related to SiSV, Ba EV, and 
MuLV in human leukemia should be further established. Clearly, the mecha
nism of entry does not appear to follow the classical mechanism defined in 
chronica.lly infected tissue culture cell lines.93 The major question to ask now 
is whether or not these viruses are etiologically related to the final phenotypic 
expression of leukemia. Several. questions need to be answered. What is the 
method of acquisition of foreign nucleotide sequences? Is acquisition of any 
foreign oncornaviral sequence sufficient for producing the leukemic state? Why 
are proviral sequences not detectable in most cases of leukemia? Is proviral in · 
forma tion not found because we do not have the right probe, or are proviral 
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sequences lost after integration? Does proviral loss explain the inability to find 
highly related SiSV proviral sequences, or are the distantly related SiSV proviral 
sequences that we find at high frequency sufficient to cause leukemic transfor
mation? 

The presence of the intractyoplasmic viruslike particle in leukemia cells is a 
consistent finding that to date remains equally puzzling and intriguing. In 
chronically infected tissue culture systems no such particles have been identified, 
yet at least by the SD test the particle appears to be present frequently in a wide 
variety of primary animal and human mesenchymal malignancies. What is the 
role of this particle in human leukemia? Is the particle a partially assembled 
oncornavirus that is only a secondary manifestation of integration and unre
lated per se to generation of the disease? Alternatively, it is an incoming par
ticle released from some other tissues in the body, engulfed by early blood 
precursors, and somehow directly related to the generation of the leukemic 
phenotype? Investigation of these particles is still in a primitive phase. With the 
ability to obtain increasingly more pure populations of the relevant particle, 
biochemical, biologic, and immunologic characterization of it becomes possi
ble. This aspect will be an emphasis of research in this area in the future. 

Immunologic advances will depend on obtaining positive results in human 
leukemia with well-characterized and well-purified viral proteins. Possibly, a 
human oncornavirus membrane antigen analogous to FOCMA will be found. 
The detection of membrane-bound antibodies to RT in human leukemia is to us 
an interesting and exciting new result, and utilization of these antibodies as 
probes may allow the development of sensitive single-cell assays. Moreover, 
some antibodies appear to be specific to certain phases of specific leukemias, 
e.g., anti-FeL V RT specific to FeL V RT in CM L blast crisis cells. This finding 
may be clinically useful in the detection of incipient blast crisis. 

Recently, investigations with preleukemic conditions96 and other hemato
poietic neoplasms, including polycythemia vera,98 multiple myeloma 76 (and 
Meyskens F: unpublished data), and lymphomas 19•48 indicate that components 
related to oncornavirus can also be detected in these disorders. Perhaps one of 
these neoplasms will have less restriction on expression of the complete virus 
or be more amenable to long-term manipulations in vitro. 

Attempts to develop viral probes is significantly hampered by the fact that 
it is not yet certain on which viral probes efforts should be concentrated at this 
time. It seems reasonable to obtain purified viral proteins and their respective 
antibodies from SiSV, BaEV, and MuLVR. However, even this goal is a 
formidable undertaking. An alternative and important approach is to assume 
that the intracytoplasmic particles from different cases of leukemia may be 
more related than presently known RNA tumor viruses. Purification and char
acterization of the proteins of the intracytoplasmic particles is an important 
goal that remains largely unexplored . 

The field of RNA tumor viruses and human leukemia has progressed since 
the discovery in 1970 of RT in a few patients with leukemia. The evidence that 
has accumulated implicates oncornavirus components in select human cells. 
The data imply, in fact, that different classes of RNA tumor virus information 
may be associated with different leukemias. The emphasis of the future will be 
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to understand the relationship of this information to human disease and to gen
erate reagents that will be useful clinically, either prognostically or thera
peutically. 
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